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Specifications

American Restoration combines two of the most expensive and high-end trends in the
hardwood flooring industry. We are excited because our product offers these really pricey
trends in an affordable floor! Elegantly rustic, reclaimed-wood styling with very distinctive
markings. This style, paired with a rich oil-stained finish look, creates a stunningly beautiful
floor and is reminiscent of old worn barnwood.

Style
Thickness
Width
Species
Texture
Gloss Level
Janka Hardness Rating
Edge Description
End Description

One of the hottest visuals and environmental trends is utilizing reclaimed wood. Much of
this wood is resourced from the beautiful old barns you see dotting the rural countryside.
These barns are quickly disappearing. To use this product for flooring can cost upward
of $50 to $100 per square foot. We have created the look of this authentic reclaimed
character in a running line product!
The second hottest trend – an oil-rubbed finish – has been one of the most popular
hardwood flooring choices in Europe and has now found its way to the states. An oilrubbed finish is a more natural way to finish a wood floor, and it creates a very low gloss
visual that really accentuates the grain of the wood. This is a sand and finish technique
that is not only a very laborious and time consuming process, but it is not very durable.
A traditional oil-rubbed finish requires reapplication several times a year. Thanks to the
advantages of Shaw’s hardwood finish – ScufResist Platinum – we can create this elegant
look without all the maintenance.

Sq. Ft. per Carton
Sq. Ft. per Pallet

SW66
3/8" (9.5mm)
63/8"
Oak

Distressed
7%
1802
Microbeveled
Microbeveled
25.40
1,143.00

*Cartons may include random lengths

We have combined these two looks to bring you a floor that presents the authentic,
skip-sawn look of reclaimed wood – rich with history and human touch, but with a fresh
sophistication for today’s design-aware lifestyles. A floor that expresses a sense of caring
and character. A floor with great substance and style. A floor with a vintage look combined
with state-of-the-art technology. A floor that can live in any setting! And of course... it is
made right here.

This Shaw Epic® hardwood is warranted
that the face surface will not peel off or
wear through for as long as you own
your home.
This Shaw hardwood is approved for installation
over water type radiant heated subfloors.
Floating installation method only. Direct gluedown is NOT recommended!
This product features ScufResist™ PLATINUM
– Shaw's extremely wear resistant UV cured
polyurethane finish with Aluminum Oxide
designed to help resist household scuffing
on hardwood floors.

Trim Pieces when ordering please include color number
HIGH
VARIATION

SRH38
Flush
Reducer

SSH38
Flush
Stairnose

SORH8
Overlap
Reducer

SCH38
Threshold
End Molding
Carpet Reducer

TMH78
T-Molding

SOSH8
Overlap
Stairnose

This Shaw Epic® hardwood is made with
Shaw’s EnviroCore® and provides unsurpassed
structural integrity, impact resistance and
dimensional stability.
This
Shaw
hardwood
meets
the
GREENGUARD
indoor
air
quality
requirements and is GREENGUARD
Certified.

QTR96
Quarter
Round

This Shaw hardwood is Cradle to CradleCM
Silver Certified.

Suggested Adhesive
•

HS096 Shaw 70 — Urethane option

•

SWADH Shaw Urebond Plus — Urethane option

•

HS097 Shaw 3N1 — Acrylic Option

This hardwood is rated High color and
character variation with distinguishable color
variation within each box. It is imperative that
hardwood planks from various cartons be
continually blended during installation to insure
optimum appearance.

Installation Grade

This Shaw product can be installed above, on or
below ground level.

This Shaw product is Made in the U.S.A.
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